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Close to the Heart
Thank you Professor Chris Murray for your constant support
and advice on the project, and for helping me to fund this very
personal comic. I wouldn’t be here studying comics and doing
what I love if it were not for you.
Thanks also to Professor Divya Jindal-Snape for helping me with
the comic and encouraging me throughout the process, and
to Dr Golnar Nabizadeh and Phillip Vaughan for their comics
expertise and guidance.
Thanks to all the contributors for their help making this comic
and to Rebecca Horner, the production manager, for pulling it
all together.
Thanks also to the British Heart Foundation, who have
welcomed this project and have supported me in making it as
accurate and informative as can be.
Similarly, a big thank you to my family and friends for giving me the strength and support to put
my story out there, and to those of you who contributed memories and stories. I hope this helps
you just as it has me.
But most of all, thank you Dad.
Never in a million years would I think I could have, nor wanted to, make a comic about your
death. It has been four years and I still haven’t fully accepted it, but out of tragedy there is hope.
You were always the happiest, kindest and most loving person. I hope making this comic
shows that. As you always said, ‘You can’t change the past, you can only influence the future’.
I hope this comic will influence others, and that it goes some way to help put an end to the
heartbreak that comes when you lose someone so suddenly to heart and coronary disease.

Megan Sinclair
University of Dundee.

portrait of megan by Siobhan McDonald
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British Heart Foundation information
‘Beat Heartbreak Forever’
The British Heart Foundation is the
UK’s largest funder of research into
heart and circulatory conditions and
their risk factors.

disease and the BHF has affected them.
In addition, the charity organises
fundraising events from walks and
cycles to skydiving and adventure
expeditions overseas. They also provide
free fundraising packs for people to
organise their own events.

The charity was founded in 1961 by a
group of scientists and cardiologists
concerned about the rising epidemic
of heart disease. At that time, more
than 7 in 10 heart attacks were fatal.
Now, that trend has been reversed and
at least 7 out of 10 people who have a
heart attack survive.

There are more than 700 BHF shops
across the UK, raising funds for the
charity’s research by selling a huge
range of donated and new items.

But there’s still a lot of work to be
done. Overall 1 out of 4 people still die
from heart and circulatory diseases
in the UK. That’s why the BHF funds
£100,000,000 of research every year
to find the best ways to prevent,
identify and treat conditions like heart
diseases, stroke, vascular dementia
and diabetes.

The BHF also has a ‘Heart Helpline’
(0300 330 3311) where cardiac nurses
give information and support about
heart and circulatory diseases and their
risk factors. The charity also provides
Call Push Rescue training kits, that
include everything needed to learn life
saving CPR.
This comic aims to contribute to
the amazing work the British Heart
Foundation is doing, it hopes to
provide both a personal insight to
the heartbreak that heart disease
can cause as well as detailing further
information and areas of support for
those interested in finding out more
about coronary health issues and the
charity.

The BHF also provides facts and
statistics on how the heart works,
annual summaries of their findings,
and support for those affected
by heart disease, including ‘Heart
Matters’ magazine. They have recently
launched the online community
‘Health Unlocked’ which allows a safe
and friendly environment for people to
discuss their lives and the ways heart

To find out more please visit - https://www.bhf.org.uk/
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Research Page
My research centres around genre in
comics, specifically how they can be
adapted to teach healthcare. The genres
I examine focus on the superhero and
graphic medicine. These subject areas
have often been considered separate,
however my work argues that there is in
fact a strong connection between the
two, and that by using the conventions of
both the work produced can have a wider,
more relatable appeal.

By the time I had discovered Dini’s work,
I was already in the process of creating
Close to the Heart however the effect Dark
Night: A True Batman Story had has hugely
affected the process of my own work.
For instance, the comic taught me that
personal stories could be collaborative,
my comic started out as a solo project
now has over ten artists involved, each
bringing their own insight to the narrative.
Similarly, it taught me that superheroes
can embody and symbolise resilience and
hope in a way that personal narratives
often cannot. Although medical narratives
are highly emotive and engaging, the
widespread popularity of the superhero is
something that is instantly recognisable
and relatable.

The origins of this research stemmed from
the death of my father in 2014, in the same
year I began to gather notes and write
down my experience. However, it was only
in 2015 when the University hosted the
Graphic Medicine conference which I was
lucky to be a part of that I truly understood
that there was a place for my story as a
health-based comic.

With this idea in mind, and through
discussions with my supervisors Professor
Chris Murray and Professor Divya JindalSnape we decided that Close to the Heart
could have a superhero interpretation.
Thus Dr Heartbeat came to be. The two
comics are essentially the same story but
each plays on the conventions of their
genre, whereas Close to the Heart is a
longer, personal piece, Dr Heartbeat is
a flashy, over-exaggerated shorter work
that pays homage to the Batman mythos
and various traumatic origin stories which
I study as part of my research. The aim is
to use both as companion pieces in a case
study of how genre works.

I touched upon aspects of this in my
Masters however it was only when starting
the PhD a year later that I discovered that
the superhero was just as relevant to my
work as graphic medicine. Indeed, in the
initial stages of grief it was the heroes
I turned to, the ever resilient beings that
helped me push through my pain and
come out stronger for it. In the same year,
just as I was due to begin my PhD, Paul Dini
and Eduardo Risso released Dark Night:
A True Batman Story which combined
Dini’s struggle with PTSD alongside
the characters of Gotham, using them
simultaneously to depict a metaphorical
journey of his recovery. Through reading it
I found the key to my research.
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Reflection

Close to the Heart has turned into a much larger project than I ever could have anticipated,
and I am thrilled to see how so many artists have taken the story and crafted it in their own
style. I feel like although it started out as my own work it has become so much more than that.
However, even prior to it becoming a collaborative piece it always was more than just
mine. Although I had written my experiences, my family were a part of the story, we had all went
through bereavement together. After showing my comic to Professor Divya Jindal-Snape, one of
my supervisors, we discussed my family’s reaction to it and their involvement. My mum was the first
to read it so I knew she was happy with the comic’s development, but I had yet to really consider
that my interpretation of events could differ to her and my siblings. It was then that I realised
the story was in my voice, it was my experience, and that although they were a part of it, it did
not feel like they were truly involved in the writing process. I showed my family the comic script and
thumbnails and kept them informed of edits and so forth, to which they were very supportive.
I honestly can’t thank them enough for their blessing and encouragement. However, I wanted them
to have more of a say, and prior to devising the story of Dr Heartbeat, we came up with the idea of
showing Dad as our very own superhero. Part of my research argues that the conventions of the
superhero genre can be used as a metaphor for real experience, so I wanted to incorporate this
into the comic somehow. It was also important to me that we depict Dad as a larger than
life character, which is how we, and everyone else saw him, but this was hard to do in a story that
revolved around the day of his death.
Thus I asked if my family would each be willing to write a short comic about Dad with the basic
theme centred on how he was their hero. My mother, brother and sister all agreed, and contributed
very different memories. They all show warm and happy memories, which also signifies the
way our grief has progressed over time. As a family we will never truly get over the heartache, but
we can now celebrate him and cherish the memories we made. I hope these stories provide a little
more insight to who Dad was, and why he is and always will be our hero.
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Close to the Heart Script
Page One
A black background, with a thin 8 grid white gutter/panel outline (last panel split/doubled) layout. Running
through each panel, the tracings of an ECG scan. The first three panels are of a healthy heart, the second line
develops into a heart attack, the third line reaches a critical point of the heart attack before flatlining off the
page. Font wise – I was wanting something quite formal/factual for this page. At the bottom of the page could
there also be a little reference note that the facts were obtained via the British Heart Foundation website:
www.bhf.org.uk/about-us/press-centre/facts-and-figures and https://www.factretriever.com/human-heart-facts

Panel 1 - Caption: The average heart beats 72 times a minute, 100 000 times a day, 42,048,000 times a year
and 3 billion times in the average lifetime.
Panel 2 - Caption: The heart beats 1.5 gallons of blood per minute.
Panel 3 - Caption: Every day your heart pumps 2000 gallons of blood through a system of blood vessels over
60, 000 miles long.
Panel 4 - Caption: Every day your heart creates enough energy to power a truck for around twenty miles.
Panel 5 - Caption: Around 175 000 people in the UK have a heart attack every year.
Panel 6 - Caption: Heart and circulatory disease causes more than a quarter (26 per cent) of all deaths in the
UK …
Panel 7 - Caption: … That’s nearly 160,000 deaths each year …
Panel 8 - (fractured/split) Caption: … On average 435 people a day, and one person every three minutes.
Caption: Coronary Heart Disease is both the UK’s biggest single killer and is the leading cause of death
worldwide.
Page Two
Black background, two long panels taking up the top and middle line and two square panels on the bottom
line. In the first panel, Mum, Dad and I face forward sitting on a sofa in a dark living room illuminated by the
tv. In panel 2, at the left of picture, my Mum and Dad brush their teeth and wave goodnight to me as I walk
up the stairs on the right of the image. Panel 3 shows me asleep upstairs, panel 4 shows my parents asleep
in their bed. (I have attached photo referencing for this page, not that I want to be too pernickety, but the
memory is so fresh in my head of what everyone was wearing etc that if possible I would like it quite similar.)
Panel 1 - Captions: It was a normal lazy Saturday night, all cuddled up watching terrible shows on the TV.
Panel 2 - Captions: Eventually after a kiss goodnight we went to bed, anticipating the busy Easter Sunday
ahead.
Panel 3 - Caption: As I drifted into sleep, my mind took me to a fantasy world safe from the realms of reality,
from the horrors of what lurks in the shadows, waiting just around the corner.
Panel 4 - Caption: My mother and father sleep peacefully, unknown to them that only one will awake from
their slumber.
Page Three
A long panel at top of the page, three small panels in middle and the remaining space makes up the bottom
image. The first panel is a close up of eyes, the three small panels are of me jumping from my bed, running
downstairs and reaching the bedroom door. In the final image Dad lies unconscious on the floor, covered by
a towel and Mum kneels beside him looking desperately out of the comic, we are in the perspective of myself.
Throughout the page a sound effect ‘AHHHH’ runs through the panels leading us to the bottom scene.
(Most of the photo referencing is the same from the last page but I have attached an image of the stairs and
bedroom doorway if it helps in anyway.)
Panel 1 - Caption: My mother cries for me.
Panel 2 - Caption: Jolted awake by the noise I leap out of bed…
Panel 3 - Caption: … And bound down the stairs towards her.
Panel 4 - Caption: But as I reach her, I freeze in the doorframe.
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Page Four
A semi- splash page, no constructed panels. Page in thirds. First third, me in shadows at the doorframe,
looking down. Middle, Dad’s body, eyes distant, third section Mum kneeling, hand outstretched with a phone
in it looking at the daughter (us – our perspective).
First panel/section
Caption: My legs go weak, my body as heavy as lead as I stare down towards the motionless body of my
Father.
Second panel/section
Caption: His eyes seem so colourless, his body a sickly shade of grey.
Third panel/section
Caption: The sound of a stranger awakens me from my thoughts, I look towards my Mum, she has one hand
to Dad’s chest, the other stretches out towards me, phone in hand. The stranger talks through, shattering the
deathly silence.

Page Five
Four panels joined at the top of the page. An extreme close up of the phone, the speaker, my face and my eye.
The rest of the page is black with me in a spotlight in the centre of it. I appear years younger, at about five or
six years old. The voice on the phone echoes in the darkness of the background.
(I will get you a photo of me as a kid and my beloved ugly teddy Keiran haha)
Panel 1 - Caption: My hand outstretches as I take the phone from her.
Panel 2 - Caption: I have a task, Mum awaits instruction. Both of her hands now fully focused on Dad’s
chest.
Panel 3 - Caption: I can hear the stranger’s voice but the words fall on empty ears.
Panel 4 - Caption: I can’t take my eyes off him.
Panel 5 - Caption: Fear consumes me, and I feel myself reverting into a child, helpless and lost. As if my mind
is desperately trying to protect me, transporting me back to a simpler, happier time.

Page Six
The first panel squints as if I am still lost, straightening back up in panel 2 with the re-introduction of my
Mum. There are three panels at top of the page, a long panel in the middle and three panels at the bottom, the
last one is in black with only noises/captions written in it. I give back the phone, wait for ambulance, both me
and my Mum go into living room whilst paramedics are in. The comic zooms in on clock, emphasis on the
time and on noise of defibrillator. (This page changed over development, becoming more experimental in its
layout).
(I think we are going to get two artists on one page for this, hoping to getting Anna in to do a watercolour
background but if you could do the three panels that would be great. I can send photo referencing for the
garden/ambulance etc)
Panel 1 - Caption: The softness of my mother’s touch pulls me back into the room.
Panel 2 - Caption: She gives me a sympathetic smile, takes the phone back and asks me instead to wait by the
front door.
Caption: As I walk towards the entrance, guilt eats away at me for my uselessness. Opening the front door,
the fresh air of the sunrise hours hit and the reality of the situation becomes clear.
Caption: The ambulance arrives and both Mum and I are escorted into the living room. Only hours ago the
room was one of warmth and love, now it seemed so empty and hollow.
Caption: We wait in silence. Each tick of the clock like a knife to our hearts, dragging out each torturous
second, the noise of the defibrillator taunting us.
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Page Seven
Four long panels. All the same background, slight changes in each image. The setting is the living room. Mum
and I are on the couch; the living room door is by the left of the images. This harks back to the first panel of
the story where we are sitting in the living room watching TV. In the second panel the paramedic enters and
Mum stands up and talks with her. The final panel is blank/black with just text and noise effects.
Panel 1 - Caption: We wait silently, both too far away in our own heads to talk.
Panel 2 - Caption: A paramedic entered.
(Paramedic Speech Balloon) ‘We have another ambulance arriving to help get him to hospital.’
(Mother Speech Balloon) ‘Will he be okay?’
(Paramedic Speech Balloon) ‘… We are doing all we can.’
Panel 3 - Caption: The second ambulance pulled up, the paramedic exited the room. Silence returned.
Panel 4 - Caption: I looked towards the closed door and hear the sound of Dad’s body being dragged across
the corridor floor echoed through the walls.
Page Eight
28 panels, all small/constrained. Really busy page full of little panels.
Panel 1 - (A close up of the ambulance doors) Caption: Eventually he was loaded into an ambulance and
taken to hospital.
Panel 2 - (An extreme close up of paramedic outfit) Caption: The paramedic returned.
Panel 3 - (Speech balloon connecting the last panel. Unseen voice of paramedic) Speech Balloon: ‘We will
follow behind in the second ambulance’
Panel 4 - (A close up of the front door) Caption: We left the house.
Panel 5 - (An empty panel with the words living room bubbled and some thought bubbles below it) Caption:
Locking behind us thoughts that been brewing in the living room.
Panel 6 - (The phone ringing out, screen shows Mum calling) Caption: In the ambulance Mum tried to call
my brother whilst I tried my sister.
Panel 7 - (Image of my brother holding the phone) Caption: My brother who was on nightshift returned the
call.
Panel 8 - (Speech balloon connects the last panel) Speech Balloon: ‘I’m on my way!’
Panel 9 - (The paramedic’s face looking back towards the reader) Caption: Just as Mum hung up, the
paramedic’s face turned from the road to the back of the ambulance.
Panel 10 - (Speech balloon connecting to the last panel) Speech Balloon: ‘We have left important pills at your
house.’
Panel 11 - (A snakes and ladders background, letters wrapped around a snake, back to square one) Speech
Balloon: ‘We have to go back’
Panel 12 - (Image of a road) Caption: With that the paramedic turned the vehicle.
Panel 13 - (Image of a heartbeat) Caption: Away from the hospital.
Panel 14 - (Continuation of heartbeat imagery) Caption: Away from Dad.
Panel 15 - (Image of keys) Caption: Mum fumbled at the keys again.
Panel 16 - (Image of the pills) Caption: The paramedic picked up the precious items and then started back on
the journey again.
Panel 17 - (Image of the ambulance) Caption: The ambulance drove carefully and silently towards the
hospital.
Panel 18 - (Close up of the ambulance signals not on) Caption: No signals, no urgency.
Panel 19 - (Close up of my face) Caption: I fought the urge to scream, to cry.
Panel 20 - (Empty panel. Just text) Caption: This was a matter of life and death.
Panel 21 (Again, just text) Caption: Why did it feel like the fight was already over?
Panel 22 (Spiralled scribbles as the background) Caption: Never had I felt so small. So insignificant.
Panel 23 (Shattered mini panels) Caption: Never had everything felt so out of control.
Panel 24 (Monstrous, threatening image of the hospital) Caption: The monstrous hospital towered over us.
Panel 25 (The monster’s claws clutching at the text) Caption: Dad’s fate in its hands.
Panel 26 (Just text) Caption: Powerless to fight or control it.
Panel 27 (A silent panel. Five flowers in a vase, one wilting, its petals fall onto the next panel).
Panel 28 (Empty background) Caption: We were ushered into a quaint private waiting room.
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Page Nine
3 panel on page. Panels 1 and 3 are square, the middle panel is rectangular. My brother enters the room, with
the same pose as I had in previous pages. In the middle panel the three of us embrace one another. In the
third panel the doctor enters.
Panel 1 - Caption: The door opened, my brother stepped into the room.
Panel 2 - Caption: He strode towards us both, embracing us in a hug. His grip was strong and confident, as I
struggled to keep myself together I wished I could possess a morsel of that strength.
Panel 3 - Caption: Once again, the door clicked open. A doctor stood in the doorway. A doctor I instantly
recognised. My mind drifted back.

Page Ten
(Style of the page is in washed out crimson red – flashback scene – red/blood connection to heart?)
(Might use another artist for this page to show a real shift)
Quite a busy page (I have not properly decided on how many panels. On the thumbnails it looks to be 8 but I
may play about with.) Panel 1 is again of the doctor but this time talking about me not Dad. Panel 2 is a game
of eye spy to pass the time, panel 3 is us laughing at The People’s Friend, panel 4 shows a nurse appearing, in
panel 5 the nurse gives me an ECG scan, Dad asks the nurse to test him, panel 6 shows and ECG competition,
panel 7 shows the ECG results and in the final panel we are shown that Dad wins.
Panel 1 - Caption: Date – 13/4/13
(Doctor) Speech Balloon: ‘We have managed to get Megan’s heart rate down into the low hundreds. It should
continue to drop relatively quickly. We will keep her in for the next few hours to check that it is reducing and
then she will be discharged.’
Panel 2 - (Dad) Speech Balloon: ‘A room with no tv. How about family eye spy?’
(Dad) Speech Balloon: ‘I spy something beginning with C…’
Caption: 10 mins later.
(May need another panel for this)
(Mum and Dad) Speech Balloon: ‘The clock!’
(Megan) Speech Balloon: ‘I can’t see the clock, I am lying down!’
Panel 3 or 4 - (Dad) Speech Balloon: ‘Okay how about a read through of The People’s Friend, bet there is hot
gossip in there.’
Laughter
Panel 4 or 5 - (Nurse) Speech Balloon: ‘Don’t mind me. Just checking Megan over with the ECG.’
Panel 5 or 6 - (Nurse) Speech Balloon: ‘99. It is looking good to me. Slowly dropping to a normal rate’
(Megan) Speech Balloon: ‘What is the normal rate?’
(Dad) Speech Balloon: ’70 is average but the athlete’s like your old man have slower resting heart beats.’
Panel 6 or 7 - (Nurse) Speech Balloon: ‘Haha want to test that theory?’
(Dad) Speech Balloon: ‘Let’s see then. Bet I beat your Mum’
Panel 7 or 8 - (Nurse to Mum) Speech Balloon: ‘72. All healthy.’
(Nurse to Dad) Speech Balloon: ‘63. You were right.’
Panel 8 or 9 - (Dad) Speech Balloon: ‘Haha see, fit as a fiddle!’

Page Eleven
Back to the present day. Splash, white background, the doctor in the centre of the page. Really expressionist –
Dave McKean-ish. I can’t remember what the doctor looked like so just want to emphasise the fantastical out
of worldiness. Style – abstract, oil paint, rough, rugged, sketchy, no line work, manic, chaotic, as if everything
is falling apart – contrasted by a plain white background.’
(Doctor) Speech Balloon: ‘I’m sorry. There was nothing else we could do for him.’
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Page Twelve
A long panel at the top of the page, my brother, Mum and me are sat in silence in an empty waiting room.
The three smaller panels in the middle of page are kind of floating in the tea swirl background. The first is of
a nurse entering the room, the second of her handing Mum a leaflet and the third of her smiling and talking
about the tea. There is one small panel of me holding the tea in the right bottom corner with the rest of the
background a zoomed in look at the tea, swirling in its cup.
Panel 1 - Caption: I expected there to be tears but I just couldn’t seem to muster any emotion. I was empty, a
part of me had died with my Dad.
Caption: I looked up at Mum and Georgie, they too sat expressionless. How could this have happened to us?
Panel 2 - Caption: A nurse came in with a tray of tea and biscuits. She smiled, making happiness look easy.
Panel 3 - Caption: She walked to Mum, handing her a leaflet, a generic ‘how to cope with the loss of a loved
one,’ Mum pretended to be thankful.
Panel 4 - Caption: In an attempt to break the deathly silence, the nurse chirped about how lucky we were to
get Tetley branded tea, the good stuff.
Caption: I almost laughed, how lucky we were indeed. Your Dad’s dead but at least you get a good cuppa.
Panel 5 - Caption: I sat with the tea in my hand.
(The text is swirled round into the tea filled background)
Caption: The liquid rippled inside the confines of the cup. I gazed into the swirls, like a black hole swallowing
up lost stars, destroying and breaking apart the strongest of formations leaving an empty void in its wake.
Page Thirteen
The page is split into three long vertical sections of Joanna entering the room. There are four small panels in
the centre of page, each a close up of the family’s expressions, the fourth is Jo realising from our expressions
the bad news. The last vertical section is of her broken down on her knees, hands covering her face.
Panel 1 - Caption: My eldest sibling appeared, she had the same brassy nature as her Father, the same
boisterous smile.
(Joanna) Speech Balloon: ‘Sorry I’m late I got here as fast as I could, where’s the invalid then?’
Panel 2 - Caption: The smile faltered.
Panel 3 - Caption: She stared one by one at the empty faces.
Panel 4 - Caption: It was all she needed to know.
Page Fourteen
An image of me in the corner, in shadow. The page taken up by speech bubbles/dialogue.
Speech Balloons:
-

You don’t have to be strong for us. You don’t have to be the man.
Let’s have a competition. Who can name the most heart related songs.
Tick
Tock
Goodnight. Love you.
See, told you I was an athlete.
I’m sorry. There was nothing else we could do for him.
I’ll be there as fast as I can.
We are doing all we can.
1 minute without oxygen.
You can’t change the past, you can only influence the future.
Where is the invalid then?
Be good and if you can’t be good be great.
How’s your indigestion? Are you sure you want a curry?
Morning Sna’ba.
Wait 20 mins. No get teles yet x
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Captions overlapping the speech bubbles:
Voices spoke …
I sat, listening …
Words merged with thoughts …
My head fighting to separate reality from fantasy …
Trying to formulate a structure… (this going in a panel – maybe with speech repeated ‘Im sorry there was
nothing else we could do.’ And ‘He’s Gone’
A purpose in the constraints of a body that just … (He’s gone frantically repeated in another panel)
Wanted to shut down.
Page Fifteen
No panel in the first section, I’m coming out of the daze, panels form in the right top corner as the doctor
reappears. Four panels in the middle, again of close ups of the family each saying yes or no to seeing the body.
The bottom of the page is open, the image of my brother, mother and I walking towards the reader.
(Open Panel)
Caption: My inner war came to a halt when a new voice entered the battlefield, forcing everything to a
standstill.
Panel 1 - (Doctor) Speech Balloon: ‘Would you like to see the body?’
Panel 2 - (Joanna) Speech Balloon: ‘No.’
Panel 3 - (Mum) Speech Balloon: ‘Yes.’
Panel 4 - (Georgie) Speech Balloon: ‘Yes.’
Panel 5 - (Megan) Speech Balloon: ‘Yes.’
Open panel
Caption: Did I really want to see the body? Truthfully, no. Seeing it meant it being real. It being real meant
that my Dad was dead. Gone forever. But I needed to.
Page Sixteen
Splash Page. An image of Dad lying in a hospital gown in bed.
(Written onto the bedsheets) Caption: He lay there in the bed, eyes closed. They had put a hospital gown on
him. He looked peaceful, far too peaceful. He lay still, he lay silently. It was not the Dad I knew and longed
for, not my loud, vibrant Dad.
Page Seventeen
Panel 1, a close up of Dad’s face. Panel 2 and 3 are flashbacks (coloured using another palette to differentiate)
of Dad sticking his false teeth out. The bottom section of the page is a close up of the mouth, dark and gaping.
Panel 1 - Caption: His mouth was parted. Through the small gap I could see that his front two teeth were
missing. They had removed his infamous falsers. My mind drifted back to a happier memory.
Panel 2 - [FLASHBACK] (Young Megan) Speech Balloon: ‘Again Dad! Do it again please!’
Panel 3 - (Silent Panel) Dad pushes his tongue onto the bridge of his mouth pushing out his two front teeth.
(Open Panel) A close up of inside of Dad’s mouth (reminiscent to David Small’s Stitches – text on the
tongue?)
Caption: Although the parting of the lips was slight, the emptiness of the gap was not. The dark mass where
once a smile was formed was lost. In its place a lifeless void. The longer I stared at it the further I could feel
myself sucked into the cold recess of the lifeless body before me.
Page Eighteen
3 panels at the top of the page, the first of my Mum touching my Dad’s arm, the second of me touching the
arm and the third of us holding it together. In the bottom section is an image of the three of us circled around
Dad.
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Panel 1 - (Mum) Speech Balloon: ‘Here! Feel this bit of his arm it’s still warm!
Panel 2 - Caption: Joining Mum, I clung to the arm, to the life that was slipping away from us.
Panel 3 – Caption: We maintained the pose, lost in the absurdity of our emotions, until the body faded to
unnaturally cold.
(Below the three panels) Caption: As we prepared to leave, Mum, myself and my brother each seeing our
husband and father for the last time, we desperately tried to summon something profound, something
beautiful to part on.
(Megan) Speech Balloon: ‘I’ll make you proud Dad.’
Page Nineteen
The top panel is of the hospital at sunrise, our now family of four leave it. The path from the hospital spirals
down the page guiding us through the next 4 panels. Panel 2 shows Mum and I arriving at Dad’s best friend’s
door. Panel 3 shows Jimmy crying leaning against the kitchen counter. Panel 4 shows us visiting Gran, panel 5
shows me touching her shoulder as we leave. The background can be pretty expressionist, whatever you think
suits.
Panel 1 - Caption: A new day breaks and our now family of four depart the hospital.
Panel 2 - Caption: On the route home we visit Dad’s best friend. He smiles at the door, dishevelled and halfdressed from the night before.
(Jimmy) Speech bubble: ‘Morning Sinclairs. You bringing me an invite for the Easter picnic?’
Panel 3 - Caption: The news hits him hard, in the dark of the kitchen him and Mum embrace and cry.
Panel 4 - Caption: We leave him alone with his thoughts and move onto visit Gran. She is a strong woman
who has already had to say goodbye to three of her children and now her final surviving son.
Panel 5 - Caption: We offer to stay with her but the proud mother wishes to be left alone to mourn.
Page Twenty
Panel 1 is an image of the house, panel 2 of us on the sofa as we had been before, Dad’s mobile phone beeps
on the sofa arm, panel 3 is of mum picking up the phone, panel 4 is a close up of the text, panel 5 a darkened
close up of untouched Easter eggs.
Panel 1 - Caption: Eventually we return to our house, a shell of the warm home it had been yesterday.
Panel 2 - Caption: Mum sat on the sofa, before the beep of Dad’s phone startled her from her thoughts.
Panel 3 - Caption: She picked it up, somehow half-hoping that it was her husband, that somehow the last few
hours had been a dream.
Panel 4 - (Text on the phone from Joanna) YOU BETTER BE OKAY OLD MAN! XXX
Caption: The message never reaching Dad…
Panel 5 - Caption: Easter eggs sat patiently in the darkness, tauntingly reminding us of the day that had been
planned.

Page Twenty-One
A long panel showing a line of people going into the house, greeting and hugging Mum at the door. Panel 2,
also long, shows the back garden filled with fun and laughter as I watch on, the bottom section of the page
shows snaps of past family BBQs. Will can them scanned in so no need to draw them.
Panel 1 - Caption: By mid-morning news had spread and our empty house is filled with friends and family.
The sun gleams, it is a glorious day. It would have been the perfect day for our Easter picnic.
Panel 2 - The garden is filled to the brim with beer and BBQs, people laugh and celebrate a great man.
As I look on outside at the party, I can’t help but smile, soaking in the atmosphere.
I can hear laughter, and suddenly my smile falters, suddenly I am listening for his voice. The life and soul of
every party.
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Page Twenty-Two
Long panel, the repeat of the page before but this time it is evening and the guests are leaving. The rest of the
page is of the empty hallway, three panels of people returning to normal life in the foreground, at the bottom
of the page a hunched me, face covered.
Panel 1 - Caption: Evening falls, and one by one they leave.
Panel 2 - Caption: Daughters hug their fathers.
Panel 3 - Caption: Wives lovingly kiss their husbands.
Panel 4 - Caption: Back to their happy families.
Caption: I hate them. I wish it was them who were suffering. I don’t. I don’t know what I think. I feel guilty
for ever wishing such pain on anyone, let alone my closest friends and family.
Page Twenty-Three
A page covered in flowers, real lilies scanned in to the background, our silhouettes cut out of Dad’s memorial
section in the newspaper.
Captions:
The empty house suffocates in flora.
Lilies linger, overpowering the air.
We gather some flowers and walk towards the graveyard over the street.
Page Twenty-Four
A long panel at top of page, visiting grandad’s grave and giving him some of the many flowers. Panel 2 shows
Georgie going home, panel 3 shows Mum running a bath, panel 4 shows Joanna sitting on the sofa watching
TV whilst I stare at her.
Panel 1 - Caption: Grandad’s grave is lined in the flowers, a father that now has all three of his sons by his
side.
Panel 2 - Caption: Night falls, and Georgie goes home
Panel 3 - Caption: Walking through a daze, disconnected from life, we try to play at being a normal family.
Mum runs her nightly bath.
Panel 4 - Caption: Joanna sits in the living room with the TV on. I stand. It shouldn’t be like this. The sofa.
Last night. Mum, me, Dad.
Page Twenty-Five
Silent?
Me in forefront running, replicating me running downstairs at beginning of the story. Images around me
of Dad’s body, Mum holding out phone, kissing Dad goodnight lying on sofa together, jumping out of bed,
parents in bed etc. Mind in overdrive. Panic. (AHHH running through the page – like page 3)
Page Twenty-Six
Panel 1, the AHHH still echoing from last page connecting them. I run to the bathroom, standing at the
doorway, a repeat pose of that morning at Mum and Dad’s bedroom door. However, instead in panel 2 I am
greeted by Mum in a bubble bath. For the rest of page, I sit on the toilet seat next to her, both of us holding
hands.
Panel 1 - (Maybe not actually a lined panel, have myself bordered between two of the Hs for the AHHH)
Caption: I run. Screams pounding through my head, panic. Fear consumes me. Where is Mum? I need to
find my Mum.
Panel 2 - Caption: The screaming stops, panic drifts away. She is safe.
Panel 3 - Caption: No words, no explanations. I just need to be with her.
Panel 4 - Caption: My sister is in the closed room of our parent’s, as if she were a child. She lies on the empty
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bed clutching Dad’s clothes, crying herself to sleep. In the open she laughs, she smiles, she is the essence of
her Father’s positivity. Behind closed doors she falls apart.
Panel 5 - Caption: My Mum and I lie upstairs, my hand on her shoulder, words unspoken. What is there to
say? How can we comprehend conversation when we are each, body and mind, somewhere else?
I contemplate the pointlessness of it all. Why sleep? If I fall asleep, I will wake up in a world, in a life so empty,
the fantasy will shatter and I will have to come to terms with the loss of my hero. But time doesn’t stop, and a
new day dawns either way … 19/4/14-21/4/14
Page Twenty-Eight
The last page is a collage of pictures, like a jigsaw, since losing Dad, a kind of hopeful message that life goes
on.
Panel 1 - My hand writing in a diary.
Caption: Life is strange and trauma is even stranger.
Panel 2 - An image of me and Dad.
Caption: One minute someone is there…
Panel 3 - Picture of me and Michael at Graduation.
Caption: The next they are gone.
Panel 4 - Image of Buddy and I.
Caption: But the clock keeps ticking…
Panel 5 - Joanna and her family
Caption: Hearts keep beating…
Panel 6 - Georgie and Jenny’s wedding
Caption: There are still lives to be lived. There are memories to reflect on, in both good times and bad.
Panel 7 - Scarlett’s birth
Caption: There are new ones forged, new lives created, new love to be given.
Panel 8 - Images of countries I have visited and a passport – Italy. China. America. Australia.
Caption: And through all those memories, he is there. Not in pictures but in words, in smiles, in laughter and
in hearts.
Panel 9 - Family photo
Caption: We fill in the missing pieces for him, we carry on together.
Page Twenty-Nine
ECG scan repeat of the first page. The bottom panels have the BHF symbol merged into it.
Caption: The heart is a wonderful thing.
Caption: It is the symbol of life, the symbol of love.
Caption: In death, a heart stops.
Caption: In life, other hearts live on, they carry the beats for those that are gone.
Caption: But still, too many live with fragile hearts, too many families live without answers.
Caption: How can someone be gone? Without explanation, within seconds.
Caption: These questions need answered.
Caption: This story must not be continuously repeated.
Caption: Fight for Every Heart Beat.
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Process Work
George Sinclair, my superhero Layouts vs. inks by Elliot Balson

The Highs and Lows of Parenthood Layouts vs. inks by Catriona Laird
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Close to the heart Cover variant by Kathryn Briggs
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Process Work
Close to the Heart Thumbnails by Megan Sinclair
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Close to the heart Pencils and roughs by Gary Welsh
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Dr. Heartbeat Script
Front Cover
Image of me in superhero gear breaking out of chains (in reference to Superman #1 Kryptonite Nevermore) –
Spider-Man style shadow behind me with a heart in the centre. Ref. Issue title – “Locked in Silence No More!
PAGE ONE
Scene setting – Close ups/Heart Attack.
Panel One (Blank panel – all black)
Caption: It takes one bad day …
(White sound effect running through it diagonally going out from panel) – ‘MEGAN!’
Various small panels (3?)
Panel Two (smallest panel) - (Extreme close up of my eyes)
Panel Three (larger panel) - (Close up of face)
Panel Four (largest of three) - (Full body panel running down stairs (or leaping from bed) – whatever is
more dramatic)
Panel Five (long panel) - (Close up of eyes again – similar to the one before but slightly different – looking
down at something)
Panel Six - (Close up of the phone held towards me)
Caption: I need your help Megan
Panel Seven - (Me holding the phone)
Caption or Speech Bubble: Do something, do something. Be strong Megan. Be br…
Panel Eight
(Close up of Dad on floor)
Caption or Speech Bubble: Dad.
PAGE TWO
Silent page. Panels 1-3, blue white red – siren coloured
Panel One - (Dad taken out on stretcher)
Panel Two -(Ambulance)
Panel Three -(Hospital)
Panel Four - (Close up - Dad’s chest with defibrillators on it)
Panel Five - (Dad’s lifeless body – close up)
Panel Six -(Sheet over the body)
(Behind panels four to six is a heartbeat rate – going from fast to flat lining)
PAGE THREE
Funeral and making promise to Dad
Panel One (long panel) - (Funeral casket)
Panel Two - (Close up of my face crying)
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Open Panel 3 - (Image of me with Dad’s ashes – ashes forming a kind of cape behind me.)
Caption: From that day on I made a promise… no one would ever have to lose a parent so suddenly.
Everyone would know of heart disease, through research, education and funding we would find a cure
PAGE FOUR
Begin progression to superhero status!
Panel One - (Picture of Dad and I in photo frame)
Caption: I worked hard to fulfil my promise.
Panel Two - (Workout image)
Caption: I trained my body…
Panel Three - (Reading image)
Caption: … my mind.
Panel Four - (Graduation picture)
Caption: I honed my skills. I graduated University. I started my PhD.
Panel Five - (Close up off sending an email to Chris and Divya)
Caption: … And eventually I was brave enough.
Panel Six - (Image of Close to the Heart Comic)
Caption: My story was no longer mine alone. No longer a secret. The mask came off.
Panel Seven - (Me at conferences/conventions)
Caption: I spread the word …
Panel Eight - (Helping at workshops)
Caption: I used my powers of storytelling to teach others…
Panel Nine - (Me placing comforting hand on someone as they show their own comic?)
Caption: I found comfort and strength as others shared their stories with me.
PAGE FIVE
Panel One (long panel) - (Torsos of people – maybe superhero looking)
Caption: Our sadness, our pain, our stories became our powers. Together we are invincible.
Panel Two - (Lots of different media – communication tools)
Caption: Communication was our strength.
Panel Three - (Thesis completed! Printed)
Caption: Education our goal.
Panel Four - (Images of loved ones all over world – memories)
Caption: My story is for everyone. For every loss, for every heartache.
Panel Five - (Hearts all interconnected through valves?)
Caption: Because the heart is our most powerful gift.
Panel Six - (TDKR style image of me leaping from a building – thesis and comic in one arm, other
outstretched)
Caption: And we must fight for every heartbeat in any way we can …
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A final note

A final thank you to all the contributors. You have really taken my personal story and
turned it into a shared project that I hope we can continue to expand. This journey has been
four years in the making and it still amazes me that my hidden away script has become a
fully formed comic. You have no idea how much it means to me and how much this has helped
me. I could never have achieved this without my friends and family, from giving money
to help fund the comic, to contributing beautiful art and scripts, to giving me their time and
advice throughout its development. This may be based on my experience, but it is truly our
story, and I hope it can continue to be shared and used to help others.
Megan sinclair
October 2018
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